Corsair Productions – Net Meetings/Live Streaming Media
The following information is provided to help familiarize you with the system and procedures used by Corsair
Productions for assembling and broadcasting live and on-demand net productions; including, webinars,
meetings, training sessions and executive messages.
There are many devices and systems that allow for
these type of productions, what we are proposing
is a portable, cost effective and feature rich alternative
to some of the more complex set ups.
Basically it works like this, we will . . .
- assemble and produce any and all materials which
would part of the presentation or event. i.e., video
clips, audio clips, scripts, slides, photos etc.

(Fig 1) Sample Format: Simultaneous Video, Slides/Graphics

- insert all of these elements into a programmed
timeline, in chronological order.
- set up one or more cameras to capture live video
content, usually the speakers/presenters.
- capture speaker audio via clip on or table
microphones, depending on the circumstances.
Depending on your content you can broadcast via a dual
window interface (fig. 1) or direct single stream (fig. 2)

(Fig. 2) Sample Format : Live Streaming via Channel – Video and
Graphics Combined

This is a one person production, portable enough to set up in a small conference room or office. The major
advantage of our system is that it is software based, that is, no bulky or expensive video hardware is
required. This eliminates the need a large operating space and multiple technicians.
The presenter or presenters concentrate on speaking while our operator advance the graphics and monitor
the audio and video.
Examples for ideal usage:
Executive messages, advanced webinars, sales/HR training or marketing demo’s that not only use video
but also involve support materials (documents, slides, video clips etc) which may require detailed review
or explanation.
Note: Two way audio is best accomplished via separate phone conference. A hard wire internet connection
Is recommended. Larger, more complex meetings and events would require an alternative AV set up.
Please call with any questions or to set up a meeting. I would be happy to discuss various options and how
we might best support your specific needs.
Thank You.
Jerry Troianello
Phone: (973) 703 2712 e-mail: jerry@corsairproductions.net web: www.corsairproductions.net

